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Miura City has ocean fishing ponds where anyone can casually enjoy fishing for expensive fish. These are 
places where both experienced anglers and beginners can have fun and try fishing for delicious saltwater fish 
with no need to bring their own fishing gear. Families can also enjoy fishing without worry. It is a good 
opportunity to catch expensive fish such as yellowtails, red sea breams, striped jacks and flounders. You can 
casually enjoy fishing, so please give it a try. Major facilities include [J's Fishing Jogashima] and [Miura Kaio]. 

＜Amusement＞

Address

Opening Hours

Availability of Parking

URL

[J's Fishing Jogashima] 650-70 Jogashima, Misaki-cho, Miura, Kanagawa　

[Miura Kaio] Miura Shimin Hall 1F, 5-3-1 Misaki, Miura, Kanagawa (Reception location)

 [J's Fishing Jogashima] 9:00 am to 4:00 pm (Closed: Tuesday (Wednesday if Tuesday is a national holiday) & year-end and New Year holidays)

 [Miura Kaio] 9:00 am to 4:00 pm (Closed: Tuesday (will not close if Tuesday is a national holiday))

[J's Fishing Jogashima] Partner parking available (500 yen per day) 　　[Miura Kaio] Adjacent parking available

[J's Fishing Jogashima]  http://js-fishing.com/　　[Miura Kaio]  http://www.miura-kaiou.com/

2018.1

Start Tokyo (various areas)

Time Required 9 hours

Goal Tokyo (various areas)

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Thief’s Cliff

Access

Anyone can casually enjoy fishing 

for expensive fish

Ocean Fishing Ponds

Various Tokyo areas ===(Car)=== Enoshima Island === Stroll 
around the Kamakura area (Tsurugaoka Hachimangu , 
Kotoku-in (Great Buddha of Kamakura), lunch) === 
Jogashima Island (fishing at an ocean fishing pond) === 
Urari Marché (shopping) === Various Tokyo areas

Specific Model Route Details

Individual

There is an old story about thieves who were chased to 

the edge of the mountain. When they looked down, 

they trembled, went weak at the knees and could not 

move due to the terrifying cliff (30 m in height) and 

angry whirlpools. They were caught easily, and the 

word "Nusutto (thief)" still remains in the name. There 

are anglers on days when the waves are calm.

selling point Anyone from beginners to experienced anglers can enjoy fishing at ocean fishing ponds (reservation required).

Tourist Attraction No.

Yokosuka &
Miura

Miura City

Explanation of
 Tourist Attraction

All year

Group Individual

Recommended Season

Group/Individual Mark

Europe, North America, Oceania, AsiaTarget Regions

Tsurugisaki Lighthouse
Tsurugisaki Lighthouse located on the cape of 

Tsurugisaki was built in 1866, and rebuilt after 

the Great Kanto Earthquake. From the upland 

with an elevation of 29 m, visitors can see the 

Boso Peninsula on the opposite shore, which is 

very scenic. This place is selected as one of the 

50 best scenic spots in Kanagawa.   

 [J's Fishing Jogashima] 
Train: 30 min by bus from Misakiguchi Station on Keikyu 

Kurihama Line.
Bus: 1 min walk from the Keihin Kyuko Bus Jogashima bus stop.
Car: Take National Route 134 heading south from the 

Hayashi exit on Miura Junkan Highway. Turn left at 
the Jogashima Entrance intersection on Prefectural 
Route 26 (about 10 kilometers). 

[Miura Kaio]
Train: 20 min by bus from Misakiguchi Station on Keikyu 

Kurihama Line.
Bus: 2 min walk from the Keihin Kyuko Bus Misaki Port bus stop.
Car: Sahara I.C. on Yokohama Yokosuka Road → 

Prefectural Route 27 → National Route 134 → 
Hikihashi intersection → Prefectural Route 26 → 
Misaki Port
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